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Intro

� Thus far, we have assumed that column values in a 

row are always known. 

� In practice column values can be unknown. 

� For example, when a sailor, say Dan, joins a yacht 

club, he may not yet have a rating assigned. 

� Since the denition for the Sailors table has a rating 

column, what row should we insert for Dan? What is 

needed here is a special value that denotes unknown. 



Intro

� Suppose the Sailor table denition was modied 
to also include a maiden-name column. 

� However, only married women who take their 
husband's last name have a maiden name. 

� However, only married women who take their 
husband's last name have a maiden name. 

� For single women and for men, the maiden-
name column is inapplicable. Again, what 
value do we include in this column for the row 
representing Dan?



Intro

� SQL provides a special column value called 

null to use in such situations. 

� We use null when the column value is either � We use null when the column value is either 

unknown or inapplicable.



Example Instances

R1
S1

S2



Null Values

� Field values in a tuple are sometimes unknown 

(e.g., a rating has not been assigned) or 

inapplicable (e.g., no spouse’s name).inapplicable (e.g., no spouse’s name).

� SQL provides a special value null for such 

situations.



Null Values

� The presence of null complicates many issues. E.g.:

� Special operators needed to check if value is/is not null.

� Is rating>8 true or false when rating is equal to null? What 
about AND, OR and NOT connectives?about AND, OR and NOT connectives?

� We need a 3-valued logic (true, false and unknown).

� Meaning of constructs must be defined carefully. (e.g., 
WHERE clause eliminates rows that don’t evaluate to true.)

� New operators (in particular, outer joins) possible/needed.



Integrity Constraints (Review)

� An IC describes conditions that every legal 

instance of a relation must satisfy.

� Inserts/deletes/updates that violate IC’s are � Inserts/deletes/updates that violate IC’s are 

disallowed.



Integrity Constraints (Review)

� Can be used to ensure application semantics 

(e.g., sid is a key), or prevent inconsistencies 

(e.g., sname has to be a string, age must be < (e.g., sname has to be a string, age must be < 

200)



Integrity Constraints (Review)

� Types of IC’s: Domain constraints, primary 

key constraints, foreign key constraints, 

general constraints.general constraints.

� Domain constraints: Field values must be of 

right type. Always enforced.



General Constraints

� Useful when more general ICs than keys are 

involved.

� Can use queries to express constraint.� Can use queries to express constraint.

� Constraints can be named.



General Constraints

� CREATE TABLE Sailors

� ( sid INTEGER,

� sname CHAR(10),� sname CHAR(10),

� rating INTEGER,

� age REAL,

� PRIMARY KEY (sid),

� CHECK ( rating >= 1

� AND rating <= 10 )



General Constraints

� CREATE TABLE Reserves

� ( sname CHAR(10),

� bid INTEGER,

� day DATE,

� PRIMARY KEY (bid,day),

� CONSTRAINT noInterlakeRes

� CHECK (`Interlake’ <>

� ( SELECT B.bname

� FROM Boats B

� WHERE B.bid=bid)))



Constraints Over Multiple Relations

� Awkward and wrong!

� If Sailors is empty, the number of Boats tuples 

can be anything!can be anything!

� ASSERTION is the right solution; not 

associated with either table.



Constraints Over Multiple Relations

� CREATE TABLE Sailors

� ( sid INTEGER,

� sname CHAR(10),

� rating INTEGER,� rating INTEGER,

� age REAL,

� PRIMARY KEY (sid),

� CHECK

� ( (SELECT COUNT (S.sid) FROM Sailors S)

� + (SELECT COUNT (B.bid) FROM Boats B) < 100 )



Constraints Over Multiple Relations

� CREATE ASSERTION smallClub

� CHECK

� ( (SELECT COUNT (S.sid) FROM Sailors S)� ( (SELECT COUNT (S.sid) FROM Sailors S)

� + (SELECT COUNT (B.bid) FROM Boats B) 

< 100 )



Triggers

� Trigger: procedure that starts automatically if 

specified changes occur to the DBMS

� Three parts:� Three parts:

� Event (activates the trigger)

� Condition (tests whether the triggers should 

run)

� Action (what happens if the trigger runs)



Triggers: Example

� CREATE TRIGGER youngSailorUpdate

� AFTER INSERT ON SAILORS

� REFERENCING NEW TABLE NewSailors

� FOR EACH STATEMENT� FOR EACH STATEMENT

� INSERT

� INTO YoungSailors(sid, name, age, rating)

� SELECT sid, name, age, rating

� FROM NewSailors N

� WHERE N.age <= 18



Summary

� A special column value named null denotes unknown values. 

� The treatment of null values is based upon a three-valued logic 
involving true, false, and unknown.

� SQL commands can be executed from within a host language � SQL commands can be executed from within a host language 
such as C. 

� Conceptually, the main issue is that of data type mismatches 
between SQL and the host language. 

� Typical programming languages do not have a data type that 
corresponds to a collection of records (i.e., tables). Embedded 
SQL provides the cursor mechanism to address this problem 
by allowing us to retrieve rows one at a time. 



Task
� 1. Consider the following relational schema. An employee can work in more than

� one department; the pct time eld of the Works relation shows the percentage of time that a

� given employee works in a given department.

� Emp(eid: integer, ename: string, age: integer, salary: real)

� Works(eid: integer, did: integer, pct time: integer)

� Dept(did: integer, budget: real, managerid: integer)

� Write the following queries in SQL:

� 1. Print the names and ages of each employee who works in both the Hardware department

� and the Software department.� and the Software department.

� 2. For each department with more than 20 full-time-equivalent employees (i.e., where the

� part-time and full-time employees add up to at least that many full-time employees),

� print the did together with the number of employees that work in that department.

� 3. Print the name of each employee whose salary exceeds the budget of all of the departments

� that he or she works in.

� 4. Find the managerids of managers who manage only departments with budgets greater

� than $1,000,000.

� 5. Find the enames of managers who manage the departments with the largest budget.

� 6. If a manager manages more than one department, he or she controls the sum of all the

� budgets for those departments. Find the managerids of managers who control more than

� $5,000,000.

� 7. Find the managerids of managers who control the largest amount.
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